
Addressing financial impact of Covid-19
Navigating challenges from the Global pandemic
Public policy measures put in place to contain the spread of Covid-19 are resulting in significant operational disruption for many companies. Staff 
quarantine, supply chain failures, orphaned/unavailable inventories, and sudden reductions in demand from customers are creating serious issues for 
companies across a far wider range of sectors than initially anticipated. 

It is possible that Covid-19 may have such a big outbreak as in Asia and Europe, but at this point nobody knows. It is therefore important that 
companies are proactive in assessing their capability to withstand disruption from both an operational and a financial standpoint, and that they act 
decisively to mitigate actual or potential issues.

• Worst-case scenario: Deloitte can
support companies to test and challenge
key assumptions, and assess downside
scenarios to help companies  to gain 
insight in the impact of Covid-19 on their 
business.

• Liquidity: part of the worst-case
scenario is a detailed trading and cash
flow forecast to determine headroom also 
lending documents, influencing 
headroom, are reviewed.

• Model: our team can model all scenarios 
identifying key risks and their impact. 
Mitigants for these risks can be put in 
place and translated in pragmatic and
rapid actions. This will preserve cash in 
the short and medium term.
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Be prepared by assessing the impact on the following focus areas

Worst-case scenario and 
impact on cash flow

The urge for contingency 
and continuity planning

What is the liquidity need and for how 
long?

Reasons why companies may be having issues Relevant questions

How to prepare for operational 
continuity and strategic challenges?

The impact of Covid-19 is felt throughout all segments in the market, both operationally as well 
as financially: 

• Stagnating / declining revenues: declining
demand and cancelled/delayed orders will have a
permanent loss rather than a timing difference

• Limited headroom: falling demand and 
limitations to cut costs result in declining liquidity 
positions and headroom 

• Financiers: unpredictable behaviour from
financiers (e.g. changes in policy, credit approval
timescales, limits to risk tolerance, draw-stops)

Operational implications Financial implications

• Sales: falling demand, cancelled and/or 
postponed orders, sales meetings and
conferences/events

• Supply chain: stagnating supply from impacted 
areas (e.g. China, South Korea, Italy, etc.),
decreasing stock positions, longer lead times etc.

• Workforce: illness, impact from prevention
measures (e.g. working form home, quarantined,
etc.), decline in production, etc. could cause a 
total production stop What debt and capital solutions are 

available?

• Working capital: is impacted by
disrupted demand and supply, effective 
and efficient inventory management is
crucial, incentivize buyers with payment
and pricing strategy.

• Receivables and payables: being
careful to remain healthy levels as the
financial supply chain gets stretched 
from both suppliers and clients.

• Supply chain: assessing ability of own
affected operations to continue
production and supply while monitoring 
the end-to-end supply chain disturbance
and how this might impact scarcity.

• Align with critical suppliers: assess
and communicate with critical suppliers 
to understand their ability to maintain 
continuity of supply and pricing impact.

Working capital and 
supply chain impact

• Continued availability of staff: protect
staff, and take additional measures to
ensure business can continue in case 
infections arise (e.g. separate buildings, 
introduce home and office shifts).

• Affected operations: asses ability of
own affected operation to continue
productions.

• Continued availability of supplies: 
draft alternative supply contingency 
plans to maintain production / delivery.

• Customers: frequent engage with
customers at an executive level is key to 
manage expectations.

How to deal with supply chain 
disruptions and working capital 
impact?

Debt and capital 
adjustments

• Incumbent lenders: the best starting
point. Deloitte can help to quickly 
formulate a request for support from
your existing stakeholders.

• Special situations funds/ investors: 
match your particular needs to specialist
funds and investors that can deploy
capital flexibly and creatively at short 
notice. Work with financiers/investors to 
produce (credit) solution term sheets
with appropriate terms, conditions and
costs to support rapid capital raising.

• Corporate Finance: M&A process for
strategic adjustments to be prepared for 
market volatilities and preserve future
value.

Reduction of the tax burden

• Tax burden in three specific areas: The tax burden is felt mostly in three specific areas, the profit tax (on the preliminary profit return that should be filed before April 
1st, 2020) as well as the wage- and sales tax returns for the month of March which must be filed before April 16th, 2020. The tax burden is now felt more heavily 
because of stagnating of the sales and income. Our tax professionals can assist you in reducing this tax burden not only for the coming months but also for future years.

• Profit tax: Regarding the preliminary profit tax returns, it may be possible to reduce the tax burden by applying the exemption of profit gained from transactions with non-
residents in the period from July 1st, 2018 until December 31st, 2019. In addition, it is also possible to reduce the tax burden even more by applying the recent changes in 
the tax legislation efficiently. Our professionals can also assist you with the implementation of these changes in your system and bookkeeping.

• Wage tax: The wage tax is felt heavily because although employees must still be paid, the income earned is falling off drastically.

• Sales tax: The sales tax will be reduced comparably to the reduction of your sales, but it is still an extra out of pocket payment in times of limited cash flow. Our tax 
professional can analyze how to reduce the sales tax burden by implementing tax method that is acceptable by the Tax Authorities.

• Measures to alleviate the tax burden: It is expected that Curacao Government, in the footsteps of the Netherlands, will take measures to alleviate the tax burden of 
local businesses by possible postponement of due payments and other forms of tax relief. It is important to stay informed about the latest developments with regard to 
tax relief measures in the next weeks.
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